Iceland
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ICELAND
Why Island?
Think of Iceland and it will sound familiar to many things: to Reykjavik; to the beautiful Blue Lagoon, or perhaps to musical exports such as Björk or Sigur Rós. But this land of
bubbling mud pools, erupting geysers, glaciers and waterfalls is a real playground for adventure. Its stunning landscapes are an inspiration for artists and photographers.
Iceland is the country with the lowest population density in all of Europe, with a pure, pristine and, somehow, magical landscape. The summers in Iceland are surprisingly warm,
lush and green, with increasingly long days until the solstice, which is when the sun, at midnight, only kisses the horizon without ever putting on.
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2º DAY ICELAND
Presentation at the Airport
Presentation at the Madrid Barajas airport 2 hours before the departure of the flight.
Departure on the regular flight according to flight chart.
Arrival in Reijkiavik, reception by our staff on the ground and transfer after checking baggage and passengers.
On the way to our hotel we will stop for a feast of lobster at the Við Fjorubordid restaurant. Við Fjorubordid means "by the sea", and it is a restaurant faithful to its
name, specializing in lobster captured on its doorstep.
After dinner transfer to the selected hotel where the staff of Presstour Viajes will be responsible for the distribution of rooms and delivery of luggage.
Accommodation.
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2º DAY ICELAND
South Shore & Blue Ice
After breakfast, we go outside to live an authentic adventure. Super-jeeps await us at the entrance of the hotel. These are 4x4 vehicles whose wheels have been modified with
46 "tires, equipped in turn with an air compressor to adjust the pressure to the different terrains. These cars also have long-range VHF radio intercom, GPS navigation and
mapping devices to increase travel safety and comfort.
We start our day driving to Thorsmörk Valley, a beautiful nature reserve with a deep valley surrounded by three glaciers among which is the most famous: Eyjafjallajökull.
Crossing glacial rivers, we will stop at the glacier lagoon, where we will see the result of the eruption of 2010.
After our visit in the valley we went to see the spectacular Seljalandsfoss waterfalls. It is the only waterfall in Iceland that can be accessed from the back.
Our next stop is the tongue of the Sólheimajökull glacier, for a walk on the ice. This rugged, raw and ever changing block of frozen water will offer us a scene from another world.
We will use an ice ax, crampons and safety ropes.
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2º DAY ICELAND
Hiking in the Glacier Sólheimajökull
Lunch in the area around the beautiful waterfall Skógafoss, after lunch we head towards Black Beach, where we test the power of the super-jeeps in the sand. If we are lucky we
can see some curious seals sticking their heads out of the sea.
* This route allows the possibility of doing 4x4 driven by customers, changing the super-jeeps by ISAKS
We will end this day in the hotel's jacuzzi.
Dine in the gourmet restaurant of the Ranga hotel overlooking one of the best salmon rivers in Iceland, the East-Rangá.
The motto of the restaurant is the concept of "Farmers Market" - local ingredients of the highest quality and freshness - following seasonal availability. The menu is inspired by
modern Nordic cuisine with a Mediterranean touch.
Accommodation
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3º DAY ICELAND
Islands Vestman
Breakfast at the hotel.
Only 20 minutes by car from the Hotel Ranga is the Herjólfur ferry that sails to the spectacular Vestman Islands. The crossing lasts approximately 35 minutes. The Vestman
Islands are located off the south coast of Iceland. The main island, Heimaey, has a population of around 4,000 inhabitants. There is no port in Iceland that registers larger
catches and the island is full of life. The islanders have made their living at sea since the days of the first settlers. The tour shows the highlights of this small island as well as the
surrounding islands. The youngest, "Surtsey", born in the volcanic eruption of 1963. "Stórhöfdi" with its magnificent views over the majestic glaciers of the mainland of Iceland.
During the spring and early summer, the island is home to the largest colony of puffins in the world.
We will stop at the viewpoint located at the base of the volcano, where the surface is still hot. Our tour continues through new lava fields in the center of the volcano crater. From
the crater we go directly to the city passing through the ruins of a house buried in the lava, continuing through the main streets of the city.
Salmon-based lunch at the Eldfell restaurant
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3º DAY ICELAND
Islands Vestman
After lunch we will do a boat tour from the harbor.
The port has long been a refuge for the Icelandic fishing fleet, but was almost lost in the volcanic eruption of 1973. We will sail beyond the cliffs that surround the port to start an
interesting and illustrative route in which we can see colonies of birds composed of millions of individuals and in which we will explore caves that can only be visited by boat. The
fauna of the Westman Islands has one of the largest varieties of seabird species in Iceland. In addition to bird life, whales are frequently seen, including killer whales, dolphins
and porpoises. After seeing the cliffs of the island from all angles, we end up sailing inside Klettshellir (Cueva del Acantilado) where we will perform a curious test playing a
musical instrument on board. The acoustics of the cave provide a sensational experience. From there we return to the port after circumnavigating this small island of the North.
Back to the hotel.
Dinner at the hotel and lodging
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4º DAY ICELAND
South of the Island – Glacier Lagoon
Breakfast at the hotel.
Our first stop will be Reynisfjara where we admire the strength of the sea and the incredible rock formation of the area. We will continue through Vik village, which is surrounded
by breathtaking cliffs and unique black sand beaches. Then, through the sandbanks of the vast lava fields, we will find Eldhraun Myrdalssandur, the largest mass of lava that has
flown on earth since it is known. We continue to Kirkjubæjarklaustur, an old convent used as a place for overnight stays by travelers.
We will drive from Kirkjubæjarklaustur through Skeidarar-sandur through vast stretches of sand formed by the huge glaciers of Skaftafell National Park. This is one of the most
outstanding areas of Iceland for its beauty. Here we will find the Vatnajökull, the largest glacier in Europe.
We will stop at the famous glacier lagoon, where huge icebergs of blue water dot this mystical space. We will then embark on a boat ride from another world, zigzagging between
the imposing icebergs.
Lunch at the Skaftafell restaurant
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4º DAY ICELAND
South of the Island – Glacier Lagoon
In the Afternoon we arrive at the Hofn Eran Airport where we will take two private planes that will take the group to Akureyri.
Arrival in Akureyri transfer to the Kea hotel where the staff of Presstour Viajes will be responsible for the distribution of rooms and delivery of luggage.
Dinner at the hotel.
Accommodation.
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5º DAY ICELAND
Akureyri - Reykjavik
Breakfast at the hotel. At the indicated time we will go to the Eyjafjörður area for whale watching. During this boat ride you can see several species. The most common sightings
are the Mink whales, white-nosed dolphins, porpoises, the popular humpback whales and killer whales.
After the sighting we crossed again the waters of the fjord along the slopes of Vadlaheidi. On the way to Lake Mývatn we will stop at the picturesque Godafoss waterfall, where
legend has it that the ancient Nordic gods Odinn and Thor still watch over the welfare of the country.
We stop near the Hverfjall to take a look at the Grjótagja crack and by the lake enjoy lunch.
Lake Myvatn is a famous bird sanctuary, which has one of the largest concentrations of ducks in the world, as well as hundreds of swans. The magnificent surrounding
landscape has many interesting geological and volcanic features. We will visit the craters of Skutustadir and the labyrinth of lava Dimmuborgir, where the strange formations
serve as a refuge for vegetation.
In the afternoon we visit the Krafla area where huge lava fields have been formed by recent volcanic upheavals.
After the visit we return again to Akureyri, in the afternoon and we fly to Reykjavík.
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5º DAY ICELAND
Akureyri - Reykjavik
Arrival in Reykjavik and transfer to Kolabrautin Restaurant where we will enjoy the fusion of Nordic and Italian cuisine.
For those who wish, they can make the way back on foot as it is a pleasant walk (700 meters).
Accommodation at the Radisson Blu 1919 hotel.
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6º DAY ICELAND
Reykjavik Visit
Breakfast at the hotel.
Visit of Reykjavik. For those who wish, we can visit the city. Reykjavik is the northernmost capital in the world, a small metropolis with 150,000 inhabitants. With plenty of space,
clean air and natural energy, Reykjavík is revealed as one of the cities with the most vision for the future.
OPTIONAL: Multi-activity BFG:
Customers can select the activity they want to enjoy on the trip. A wide variety of activities for all tastes, from the need to reach icy peaks to the interesting visit of a geothermal
center.
* See detailed description of the activities.
Lunch at Grill Market.
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6º DAY ICELAND
Multiactividad BF Goodrich
HORSE RIDE
This tour is an ideal option for beginners although it can be done also for all levels. A walk through beautiful tracks through populated hills and lava fields covered in moss.
In addition we can meet the Icelandic horse first hand. What makes the Icelandic horse so special? The Icelandic horses are small but very strong for their size and with "Feet of
lead". This horse has five steps while most other races only three (step, trot and gallop). The two additional steps are the tolt and pace. The tolt is the race that makes them more
special because it allows a very quiet ride being known to be able to carry a glass on the spine without it falling.
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6º DAY ICELAND
Multiactividad BF Goodrich
ROUTE IN QUADS (ATV)
On the outskirts of Reykjavík, on the way to Hellisheidi, we will enter the "desert" of Iceland along rocky roads. In this tour of All Terrain Vehicle (ATV), it is required to go through
roads in poor condition and enjoy a beautiful landscape of lava fields and mountains.
Suitable for all those who love outdoor sports and motorized emotion.
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6º DAY ICELAND
Multiactividad BF Goodrich
EL SUBSUELO DE ISLANDIA
En este tour el grupo explorará los bajos de Islandia. Con cascos y luces caminarán en las cuevas que dan acceso al inframundo, una sorpresa nos estará esperando.
Vamos a conocer la magia de las plantas curativas islandesas. El ambiente subterráneo es un escenario perfecto para historias sobre bandidos islandeses que utilizaron tales
cuevas como refugios. En un extremo de la cueva hay hielos increíbles y formaciones de lava, un verdadero “Palacio de Cristal". Para completar la ocasión ofrecemos a los
clientes el sabor de las plantas curativas islandesas en forma de té, un collar en forma de runa y una bolsita de té de recuerdo
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6º DAY ICELAND
Multiactividad BF Goodrich
CAMINATA POR EL GLACIAR Y ESCALADA
Se trata de explorar un glaciar… ¡pero realmente explorarlo!. Este viaje nos llevará a la lengua glacial helada Sólheimajökull. Rugoso, crudo y siempre cambiante cubo de agua
congelada es verdaderamente una escena de otro mundo.
Caminar sobre el glaciar y observar los espectaculares alrededores hasta que nos encontramos con una pared de hielo en la que tendremos que probar nuestra mano en la
escalada. Proporcionaremos todas las herramientas que necesitamos: piolet, crampones y cuerdas de seguridad.
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6º DAY ICELAND
Multiactividad BF Goodrich
CONDUCCIÓN DE ISAK 4X4
Los Isaks fueron introducidos como una innovación en el turismo islandés, ofreciendo por primera vez visitas guiadas en vehículos coches 4x4 modificados, una forma nueva y
activa que permite una conducción cargada de adrenalina.
Con los vehículos de la expedición podremos realizar aventuras fuera de lo común. Por difíciles senderos utilizaremos estos vehículos para descubrir los glaciares, desiertos,
campos de lava y otras atracciones. Estos tours a medida son acompañados por un vehículo de cabeza y un guía de Islandia certificado para garantizar la seguridad y la
información detallada sobre el manejo del vehículo y de la zona.
*Esta actividad se puede realizar sustituyendo los SUPER JEEPS por estos vehículos posibilitando la conducción por parte de los clientes. Recomendamos hacerlo el día del
Golden Circle.
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6º DAY ICELAND
Multiactividad BF Goodrich
RIVER RAFTING
Realizaremos rafting en un río glaciar observando paisajes como nunca hemos visto antes mientras experimentamos un emocionante paseo. El río puede ser un reto, sin
embargo, es adecuado para los principiantes y los que tienen más experiencia.
Se proporcionará equipo de protección. Esto incluye cascos, pantalones de traje de neopreno, los mejores splash, botas traje de neopreno y un chaleco salvavidas. Utilizamos
Zodiacs Avon, diseñadas especialmente para el rafting y adecuadas para entre 7 y 12 pax.
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6º DAY ICELAND
Multiactividad BF Goodrich
SNORKELING IN THE SILFRA RIVER
The Silfra crack is one of Iceland's best kept secrets. Silfra, located in the heart of Þingvellir, is the place where one of the oldest parliamentary institutions in the world was
founded. Simply, a scene from another world.
The crystalline water of the deep fissure gives a feeling of weightlessness as we float down with the current. This is a relaxing and exotic trip in a solitary environment that
provides unique sensations.
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6º DAY ICELAND
Multiactividad BF Goodrich
JET BOAT
It is the only possibility to do whitewater by boat in Europe, almost “a must do" when we are in Iceland. Conveniently located on the Golden Circle route, it takes place on the
Hvita Gullfoss River.
From the moment we squeeze the accelerator and hit the ground our adrenaline shoots. Through a basalt cannon we make 360º turns!
We also get to enjoy an incredible landscape, everything from open deltas, spectacular canyons and whitewater rapids. The river ride lasts 40 minutes and guarantees a rush of
adrenaline, both for young and old.
All the activities are combinable and they need a transfer from Reykjavik as well as an accompanying guide, apart from the cost of the activities.
If you are interested in carrying out an activity for the whole group, check the possibility of doing it.
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6º DAY ICELAND
Blue Lagoon
At the indicated time we will visit the volcanic peninsula of Reykjanes, which has several inactive volcanoes and extensive lava fields. We head to Lake Kleifarvatn where we will
make our first stop. From here we go to the south coast of the peninsula to see the incredible Krisuvik with a lunar landscape of sulfuric bubbling, mud pools and steam vents.
We will pass by the fishing village of Grindavik, with its numerous fishing boats and we will finish our tour in the Blue Lagoon.
We will end the afternoon enjoying the relaxation provided by the blue water tasting a special "Blue Lagoon" cocktail that can be served during the bath by the waiters, who will
be dressed in swimsuits of the early twentieth century.
We will celebrate our dinner at the Blue Lagoon enjoying a delicious meal at the Lava restaurant.
LAVA offers a unique gastronomic experience. It is built on a cliff so it has a natural lava wall and the view of the lagoon makes the space a spectacular place.
Return to the hotel and lodging.
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7º DAY ICELAND
Golden Circle, Super-Jeep Safari and Snowmobile Adventure through the Langjökull Glacier
Breakfast at the hotel. After breakfast we will climb the huge jeeps. We start our journey by car to Gullfoss (Golden Waterfall), one of the most impressive waterfalls in Europe.
Now we take a mountain path that leads to Langjökull Glacier, the second largest in Europe.
We will have our buffet lunch on the open-air glacier with incredible views.
After the glacier adventure our tour continues to the famous Geysir area that has given its name to hot springs around the world. We will see one of the most active geysers in the
area, Strokkur, with jets of up to 30 meters.
We will also see Þingvellir, a remarkable geological site and probably the most historically important place on the island, since the Alphingi, one of the oldest parliamentary
institutions in the world, was founded in 930. Now this area is a National Park. The beautiful canyon that runs through the park is actually the meeting point of two of Earth's
tectonic plates. The combination of natural phenomena and the historical importance of the area make it a unique area of the country.
Back to the hotel.
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7º DAY ICELAND
Helicopter ride through the mountains
A unique and exclusive way to see the fabulous surroundings is with a helicopter ride.
We can add a flight to all types of excursions as they join the group route.
The helicopter will land and take the first group of passengers. Then fly 10 minutes to take the views from the air, while jeeps follow the marked route. The helicopter lands takes
new passengers returning the rest of the group to the first ten. The maneuver is performed as many times as necessary so that all participants can enjoy the flight.
For this trip we recommend using 2 helicopters for two hours.
* The duration of flights can be extended.
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8º DAY ICELAND
Reykjavik - Madrid
Breakfast at the hotel.
Transfer to the airport to take the regular flight to a European point and connecting to Madrid.
Arrival to Madrid.
The end of the trip.
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